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Abstract

dicult to design and it is also dicult to estimate
their temporal behaviour. One way to tackle the design and analysis problem is to construct a model that
can be validated by means of computer simulation. In
the sequel, we restrict our attention to discrete industrial systems such as ow-shop, job-shop, and exible
manufacturing systems.
Industrial systems are typical examples of concurrent systems that already for a long time belong to
important subjects of research in computer science.
Many formalisms for modelling and analysis of concurrent systems have been developed and, more recently, some of them found many applications in the
area of manufacturing systems. Among those formalisms, Petri nets are probably most often used
(numerous applications are surveyed in [18]). Beside
many virtues, they have one basic weakness ([5]): the
lack of modularity. Petri net models usually depend
on the product recipe: for di erent recipes di erent
models must be constructed (see for instance [3] and
[17]). The speci cation language ExSpect ([6]) built
upon the Petri net theory and developed for distributed information systems, o ers more exibility in
this respect ([22]).
The purpose of this paper is to illustrate the use of
an alternative formalism: real-time concurrent programming. Concurrent programming can be used for
speci cation, simulation, and control of discrete industrial systems. It is based on a view of a system
as a collection of active, interacting with each other,
components. In this paper, we concentrate on the
speci cation (modelling) phase. According to our approach, every component of the system is modelled
by a sequential process. Interaction among components is modelled by send and receive actions along
xed communication channels. An introduction to
concurrent programming principles can be found in

Because of the growing complexity, the design of and
reasoning about modern industrial systems becomes
increasingly dicult. In order to understand and estimate the dynamic system behaviour, appropriate
models have to be used. In many cases, existing
mathematical models like queuing networks, Markov
chain models, or perturbation analysis cannot be applied. In such cases, usually a model is constructed
that can be validated by means of computer simulation. Since industrial systems exhibit concurrency,
formalisms developed to reason about concurrent systems are also well suited for developing models in this
speci c application area. Models of systems can be
expressed, for instance, in terms of Petri nets or in
terms of programs written in a concurrent programming language, like Timed CSP. Both approaches,
originating from computer science, are increasingly
often applied in modelling of manufacturing systems.
In this paper, we present a simple modular approach
to the speci cation of (discrete) industrial systems
that is based on concurrent programming. As an
illustration, we present a model of a exible manufacturing cell. The speci cation language used is
modular and, therefore, allows for hierarchical modelling. To specify the information and control ows,
a VDM-like notation is used.

1 Introduction
Modern industrial systems become increasingly complex. Because of this complexity, such systems are
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[4]. In modelling, this view of discrete-event systems
is an important and convenient abstraction. It can be
seen as a rst step towards a standard simulation environment as discussed in [20]. Models resulting from
this approach abstract from the underlying simulation algorithm and are therefore easier to grasp than
models explicitely using techniques known as activity
scanning, event scheduling, and process interaction.
To specify data and data processing operations facilitating the modelling of information and control ows,
a VDM-like notation ([21]) is used.
Using a formal framework, such as Petri nets or
real-time concurrent programming, as a basis for
modelling allows also for calculational derivation of
certain static properties of models (for example, the
presence of deadlocks).
In this paper, we show how a real-time concurrent
programming language can be used for speci cation
of discrete industrial systems. At Eindhoven University of Technology, Department of Mechanical Engineering, a limited version of the set of basic concepts
of this language, implemented in Smalltalk-80, was
for the last ve years successfully applied to a number of complex problems in the area of manufacturing systems. A couple of representative examples are:
the design of a tyre manufacturing factory ([1]) and
the design of a control for an IC manufacturing system ([19]). The design and analysis of models were
supported by a software tool ([23]). A comparable
approach based on a di erent language is presented
in [9]. The language is also essentially based on CSP
([7]) except for the fact that a system is viewed as
a collection of sequential components that operate
concurrently (we have no parallel composition among
the program statements). Other examples of related
speci cation languages (accompanied by supporting
software tools such as editors and simulators) are Lotos ([10]) and PSF ([11]) where, however, no explicit
notion of time is incorporated.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
the speci cation language is introduced. A model of
a exible manufacturing cell is presented in Section
3. Section 4 contains some concluding remarks.

TC r j c!e j c?x j c! j c?
G

[GB] j [GC]

GB b ?! S j GB be GB
GC b ; TC ?! S j GC be GC
S

skip j x := e j TC j S ; S j G j G j nG

Table 1: The syntax of the language

and statistical distributions. The language is similar to Occam ([15]). Processes do not share variables | they interact exclusively by using the communication and synchronization primitives (synchronous message-passing). Every process is sequential.
Processes in a system can execute concurrently between synchronization points.
The language ([13]) consists of: assignment, selection (nondeterministic choice), repetition, sequential composition, communicationand synchronization
primitives, time passing and selective waiting ([4]).
Two di erences with respect to [8] are: we allow
multiple timeouts (an example of this is shown in
[13]) and besides inputs also outputs in guarded commands. Moreover, we introduce a special variable ()
representing the current time (of a process), which
may be used in expressions. The syntax of the language is given in Table 1. In the de nition, we use n
for a natural number (n  0), r for a real expression,
c for a channel name, b for a boolean expression, x for
a variable name, and e for an expression (of the same
type as x). Expressions r, b, and e may explicitly
refer to . Sequences of capitals denote nonterminal
symbols of the grammar.
The expressions b and b ; ( belongs to the category TC) appearing before the arrows are called
guards. We say that a guard is open if it evaluates to
true or, in the case of guards with interactions, if its
2 Speci cation language
boolean part evaluates to true.
In the modelling approach based on concurrent pro- The statements have the following informal meangramming, a system is viewed as a collection of com- ing:
municating processes. A process is speci ed by a program in a CSP-like programming language (adopted  skip terminates without in uencing the program
state.
from [8]) preceded by declarations of local variables
2

 x := e denotes the assignment of the value of e timeouts of the form b ; ?! skip may be abbrevito the variable x.

ated to b ; . If b is syntactically equal to true this
can be replaced by .
 r denotes time passing.
Informally, the speci cation of a process has the
following
general form:
 Communication statements c!e and c?x are used
to send the value of e along channel c and assign
it to x. The communication takes place as soon process name (parameter list)
as both communication partners are ready for it. =
j[ declarations
 Synchronization statements c! and c? are simi- j S
]j.
lar to communication statements except that no
value is passed when they are executed.
All channels have to be listed as process parameters.
 S1 ; S2 denotes sequential composition of two If a channel is used for passing values of some type,
statements: S1 is executed rst and if it termi- this type must be associated with the channel.
nates S2 is executed next.
Informally, the speci cation of a system has the
following
general form:
 Guarded command [GB] denotes nondeterministic choice: it terminates if there are no open
guards. Otherwise, a statement associated with system name (parameter list)
an open guard is nondeterministically chosen for =
j[ channel declarations
execution.
j P1 k P2 k : : : k P
 Guarded command [GC] denotes selective wait- ]j,
ing: it terminates immediately if there are no
open guards. Otherwise, the execution will pro- where n  1 and P , for 1  i  n, is a process or
ceed as soon as an interaction (communication or (sub)system instantiation.
synchronization) associated with an open guard The channels between the components of the sysis possible. After the execution of the (possi- tem have to be declared. Connecting two processes
bly nondeterministically chosen) interaction, the by a channel is realized by using the same name in
corresponding statement is performed.
both instantiations: once as an input and once as
an
(which must be of the same type). Input
 If [GC] contains timeouts (r) in open guards andoutput
output
channels of process instantiations that are
and no interaction is possible within the period not connected
to be listed as system parameters.
determined by the smallest value of all time- Moreover, everyhave
channel
may occur in at most
outs, then the time determined by this smallest two process instantiationsname
(once
as an input and once
timeout-value passes and a statement associated as an output).
with a timeout that evaluates to this value is chosen for execution. Otherwise, the interactions In more advanced applications, usually containing
that are possible within the smallest timeout are complex data, the need for the user arises to de ne
considered as above. If the smallest timeout- own, problem-oriented, data types. For this purpose,
value is negative the execution of the statement a VDM-like ([21]) notation is used. For the application of unary operations and functions to elements of
associated with it starts immediately.
some type the dot-notation is used. To spare brack G denotes repetition: it terminates if none of ets, the application is de ned to be left-associative
and has a higher priority than other operations. In
the guards is open.
this paper, we use:
 nG denotes iteration: guarded command G is
executed n times (n  0).
 basic primitive types: bool (true and false), real
(real numbers), nat (natural numbers),
The repetition [true ?! S] may be abbreviated to
[S]. Commands guarded by interactions or time-  sequence type,
outs of the form true ; ?! S may be abbreviated
to ?! S. Commands guarded by interactions or  tuple type (similar to cartesian product).
n

i

3

The sequence type corresponds to the list type from
functional programming ([2]). A sequence can contain any number of not necessarily unique elements
of some base type that are totally ordered by their position counting from left to right. The type consisting
of sequences with elements of type T is denoted by
T . For instance: h1; 2; 3i is of type nat . The empty
sequence is denoted by hi. In VDM, the sequence
type comes equipped with a collection of predicates
and functions. We mention the predicate = (equality): two sequences are equal if they have the same
length and if their elements are identical in each position. To primitive operations on sequences belong:
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only for lists of identical types that is, with
the same base type): h1; 2; 3i ++ h3; 2; 1i =
h1; 2; 3; 3; 2; 1i,
 hd | the operation returning the rst element
of the sequence (de ned only for non-empty sequences): hd.h1; 2; 3; 3; 2;1i = 1,
 tl | the operation returning the sequence
with the rst element removed (de ned only
for non-empty sequences): tl.h1; 2; 3; 3;2;1i =
h2; 3; 3; 2; 1i.

Figure 1: The layout of the exible manufacturing
cell
and that in the system an all-or-nothing resource allocation strategy is followed. The latter means that
all parts (and tools if necessary) needed for production stay on one pallet. The manufacturing cell is
used to assemble a family of products (for instance,
electrical switches, as in the system described in [3]).
The transport system consists of the conveyor that
can hold a limited number of pallets and six branches
to move pallets to and from the (work)stations. We
assume that every branch may hold at most one pallet. In the model, the conveyor is logically split
into six parts associated with the (work)stations. At
each branch, we distinguish the conveyor switch (as
schematically drawn in Figure 2) able to direct the
pallet to the corresponding branch (1), or to pass it
to the next conveyor part (2), or to move it from the
branch to the next conveyor part (3).
The structure of the model, as drawn in Figure
3, corresponds to the structure of the exible manufacturing cell. As already mentioned, the scheduler is not speci ed but it is included in the scheme
for completeness. In the model, six subsystems are
distinguished: each of them associated with one
(work)station and each of them including the conveyor part and the branch leading to this station.
Five subsystems are of the same kind (S ). Subsystem S , taking care of the input and output of
the manufacturing cell, is slightly di erent. In the
sequel, these two subsystems are speci ed in detail.
The structure of the subsystem S is graphically presented in Figure 4.
To model material and information ows, we use

If T1 and T2 are prede ned types then T1  T2 is
the type consisting of pairs p = (t1 ; t2), with t1 of
the type T1 and t2 of the type T2 . On this type two
operations are de ned: p:1 delivers the value of the
rst element and p:2 the value of the second element
of p. In the same way tuple types with three or more
elements can be de ned.

3 Flexible assembly cell
In this section, we present a hierarchical speci cation
of the exible manufacturing cell described in [3] and
schematically presented in Figure 1. This cell consists of ve workstations, one input-output station,
and an automatic transport system. The production
is organized by a scheduler that decides what task has
to be performed on which workstation. The speci cation of the scheduler is beyond the scope of this
paper. A model of the same manufacturing cell including a scheduler can be found in [14]. Here, we
only present a speci cation of workstations and the
transport system with their controllers. For the purpose of this paper, it does not matter what kind of
workstations belong to the manufacturing system. A
relevant assumption is that they work independently
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Figure 3: The structure of the FMS model
Figure 2: The conveyor switch
the following datatypes:

=

 ptype = f1; 2; 3; 4g | the numbers correspond






with four product types,
pallet = ptype,
task = f1; : : :; 99g | the operations,
time | non-negative real numbers,
wid = f1; : : :; 6g | workstation identi cation
numbers,
pinf = ptypetask wid | the information associated with pallets.

process W (in cwn : bool, cwt : task, jw : pallet,
out wcj : pallet, wc, val id : wid)

j[ var new : bool ; t : task ; p : pallet ;

]j

cwn?new ; jw?p ;
[ cwt?t ;  asstime:p:t:id ; wc! ;
cwn?new ; [ new ?! wcj!p ; jw?p ]
]

Each time the workstation receives or sends a pallet, the corresponding controller receives (via cwc) or
sends (via wcc) the information associated with the
pallet. The partner of this information exchange is
the conveyor controller (CC). A part of the received
information is immediately sent (via cwt) to the
workstation: the number of the task to be performed.
When the workstation has nished the processing,
the controller sends via wcs the pallet information
to the scheduler that determines the next task to be
performed on the pallet and the workstation that has
to perform it. Via channel swc it receives these data
and updates the pallet information. Via cwn the controller then informs the workstation whether or not
the current pallet has to move on. The pallet does
not need to move on if it has to be processed again
at this workstation.

In the speci cation of the workstation we use function
asstime that provides the value of the assembly time
for possible combinations of product type and task
(this time depends also on the workstation). The
workstation (W) performs the following cycle controlled by the workstation controller (WC) via channel cwn. It receives a pallet from the conveyor (communication via jw) and a task number from the controller (communication via cwt). It works on the pallet for the by asstime speci ed period and sends a
signal to its controller when it is ready with the job
(synchronization via wc). Then it waits on the subsequent job. If a new pallet has to be processed, it
passes the current pallet to the conveyor (via wcj)
before the new pallet can be received.
5

+ d+
(the number of pallets between p and ca)  dp.

cjc

pc

C

J

cj

CJ
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The time values of the pallets that are not obstructed
remain the same. Function upd:

nc

jc
wcj
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(pallettime)timetimenat ! (pallettime)
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of f
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wc

takes care of the update of these time values. It is
formally de ned by:
swc

upd:hi:t:d:n = hi
upd:(hai ++ l):t:d:n = h(a:1; (a:2)max(t + d  n))i ++
upd:l:t:d:(n + 1).

WC
cwc
pcc

wcs
wcc

ncc

Each time a pallet is about to leave the conveyor part,
a signal (o ) is given to the conveyor controller to
take care of the proper material and information ow.
When the pallet actually left the conveyor part, that
Figure 4: The structure of the subsystem S
is, it is passed to the workstation (modelled by jc) or
moved on the next conveyor part (modelled by cjc),
the time values associated with remaining pallets are
process WC (in swc : taskwid, cwc : pinf, wc,
out wcs : pinf, cwn : bool, cwt : task, updated.
wcc : pinf,
process C (in pc : pallet, jc; cjc; out cj : pallet,
val id : wid)
o ,
=
val cap : nat, d; dp : time)
j[ var new : bool ; tid : taskwid ; p : pinf ;
=
cwn!true ; cwc?p ;
j[ var p : pallet ; pl : (pallettime) ; w : bool ;
[ cwt!hd:(p:2) ; wc? ; wcs!p ; swc?tid ;
pl := hi ; w :=false ;
p:2 := htid:1i ++ p:2 ; p:3 := tid:2 ;
 [ len:pl < cap ; pc?p
new := p:3 6= id ; cwn!new ;
?! pl := pl ++ h(p;  + d  cap)i
[ new ?! wcc!p ; cwc?p ]
be:
w
^
len:pl
> 0 ; (hd:pl:2 ? )
]
?!
cj!(hd:pl:1) ; o ! ; w :=true
]j
be w ; cjc? ?! pl := upd:(tl:pl):( + d):dp:0 ;
w :=false
The conveyor part (C) models the transport of the
be
w
;
jc?
?!
pl
:=upd:(tl:pl):( + d):dp:0 ;
pallets. If there are free places on the conveyor, a
w
:=
false
pallet can be placed on it (modelled by a communi]
cation on the channel pc). To properly model the fact
]j
that the conveyor is continuously moving, with every
pallet the moment in time is associated at which the
pallet can reach the end of this conveyor part if it is The following two components model the conveyor
not obstructed by the pallets in front of it. If a pal- switch. The junction (J) passes a pallet either to the
let leaves the conveyor part (communication via cj) next conveyor part through the conjunction (via jcj)
the time values associated with remaining pallets are or to the workstation (via jw). The conveyor conupdated to take a possible obstruction into account. troller decides what operation needs to be performed
The obstruction takes place if pallets on the conveyor (communication via ctj). Time passing commands
are held up by catches ca and cb of Figure 2 to al- d1 and d2 model the duration of the physical
low passing a pallet to the workstation or from the movements of a pallet (d1  d and d2  d).
workstation to the next conveyor part. For pallets
p obstructed either by the catch ca or by pallets in
front of them the moment in time at which they can
reach the end of the conveyor part becomes then (see
Figure 2):
CC

w

6

=

process J (in cj : pallet, ctj : bool,
out jcj; jw : pallet, jc,
val d1; d2 : time)

fromw.

j[ var p : pallet ; tow : bool ;
[ cj?p ?! ctj?tow ;
[ :tow ?! jcj!p ; d2
be tow ?! jw!p ; d1 ; jc!
]j

=

]

]

The conjunction (CJ) passes a pallet to the next conveyor part either from the junction (via jcj) or from
the workstation (via wcj). Also in this case, the conveyor controller decides what operation needs to be
performed (communication via ccj). Time passing
commands d2 and d3 model, again, the duration
of the physical movements of a pallet (d3  d). Time
passing command d30 models additional spacing before a pallet can be placed on the next conveyor part
(d30  0).

=

fromw := false ;
 [ pcc?p
?! pl := pl ++ hpi
be hd:pl:3 = id ^ emptyw ; o ?
?! ctj!true ; cwc!(hd:pl) ;
pl :=tl:pl ; emptyw :=false
be hd:pl:3 6= id _ :emptyw ; o ?
?! ctj!false ; tow :=false
be :tow ; ccj!false ?! ncc!(hd:pl) ; pl :=tl:pl ;
tow :=true
be wcc?p
?! fromw :=true
be fromw ; ccj!true ?! ncc!p ; emptyw :=true ;
fromw :=false
]

Formally, the subsystem S is de ned by:
w

system Sw (in pc : pallet, pcc : pinf, swc : taskwid,
out nc : pallet, ncc : pinf, wcs : pinf,
val cap : nat, id : wid,

j[ var p : pallet ; fromw : bool ;
[ ccj?fromw
?! [ :fromw ?! jcj?p ; nc!p ; cjc! ; d2
be fromw ?! wcj?p ; d30 ; nc!p ; d3
]j

j[ var p : pinf ; pl : pinf ; emptyw; tow; f romw : bool ;
pl := hi ; emptyw := true ; tow := true ;

]j

process CJ (in jcj; wcj : pallet, ccj : bool,
out nc : pallet, cjc,
val d2; d3; d30 : time)

]

process CC (in wcc; pcc : pinf, o ,
out ncc; cwc : pinf, ctj; ccj : bool,
val id : wid)

=

]

d; dp; d1; d2; d3;d30 : time)

j[ channel cj; jcj; jw; wcj : pallet,

cwn; ctj; ccj : bool, cwc; wcc : pinf,
cwt : task, o , wc; jc; cjc ;
W(cwn; cwt; jw; wcj; wc; id) k
WC(swc; cwc; wc; wcs; cwn; cwt;wcc; id) k
C(pc; jc; cjc; cj, o , cap; d; dp) k
J(cj; ctj; jcj; jw; jc; d1; d2) k
CJ(jcj; wcj; ccj; nc; cjc; d2; d3;d30) k
CC(wcc; pcc, o , ncc; cwc; ctj; ccj; id)
]j.

The conveyor controller (CC) decides how the switch
operates. If the workstation does not contain any
pallet and a pallet destined for it arrives at the end
of the conveyor part, the controller makes the junction pass the pallet to the workstation (operation 1).
If the workstation does contain a pallet or the pallet at the end of the conveyor is not destined for it,
the controller makes the junction and the conjunction
pass the pallet to the next conveyor part (operation
2). If the workstation controller requested removing the current pallet from the workstation (modelled by the communication via wcc), the conveyor
controller makes the conjunction pass the pallet from
the workstation to the next conveyor part (operation 3). Moreover, the conveyor controller assures
the synchronization of the material and the information ows. Because the conveyor controller must
allways be able to communicate via pcc, two additional booleans are used in the speci cation: tow and

As already mentioned, the subsystem S slightly differs from S . To be more speci c, replacing components W and WC by IO and IOC, and removing the
channels cwn and cwt in Figure 4 gives exactly the
structure of S . The two components are de ned
below. In this model, ready pallets are further not
considered.
In the input-output station, pallets are generated
and accepted when the processing is completed. After the initial generation of n pallets, the amount of
pallets in the cell is kept constant. The identi cation
number of this station is 6.
io

w

io
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=

process IO (in jw : pallet, out wcj; wc : pallet,
val n : nat)

well suited to specify complex systems, as it is shown
in Section 3. For this purpose, every component of
the system is modelled as a collection of parametrized
processes. The same language is used for modelling
the physical components and their control. Also a
higher level control and a scheduler can be modelled
using this language ([14]).
Concurrent programming approach is suitable for
the speci cation of industrial systems. It supports
modularity and allows separate descriptions of the
structure and of the component behaviour. The descriptions of component behaviours are concise and
comprehensible, and they are suited for reuse. The
de nition of the structure of a system is also suited
for a graphical representation. The speci cation language together with the graphical structure representation supports reasoning about models of production
processes.
The formal meaning of speci cations can be dened by means of an operational semantics that respects concurrency and that is based on the notion
of transition systems. The behaviour of speci ed systems can be analysed by means of sequential or distributed simulation (comparable to, for instance, the
ones discussed in [9] or [12]). For the veri cation of
the communication behaviour embedded in a model,
the underlying formal framework of CSP can be used.
A software tool supporting speci cation activities
based on the presented language is under development. The purpose of this tool is to facilitate a direct transition from speci cations to implementations
(as described in [16] for a di erent speci cation language). Our goal is to use the executable speci cation
of the control part of the validated model directly in
the industrial system. In this way, the development
time of the control system can be shortened and its
correctness with respect to the speci cation can be
guaranteed.

j[ var p : pallet ;
]j

distribution  : discrete uniform (1,4) ;
n[ p := sample: ; wc!p ; wcj!p ] ;
[ jw?p ; p := sample: ; wc!p ; wcj!p ]

process IOC (in swc : taskwid, cwc : pinf,

wc : pallet,

=

out wcs : pinf, wcc : pinf,
val n : nat)

j[ var tid : taskwid ; p : pinf ; pt : pallet ;
n[ wc?pt ; wcs!(pt; hi; 6) ; swc?tid ;
wcc!(pt; htid:1i; tid:2)
];

 [ wc?pt ; cwc?p ; wcs!(pt; hi; 6) ; swc?tid ;
wcc!(pt; htid:1i; tid:2)

]
]j
Formally, the subsystem S is de ned by:
system S (in pc : pallet, pcc : pinf,
swc : taskwid,
out nc : pallet, ncc : pinf, wcs : pinf,
val cap; n : nat,
d; dp; d1;d2;d3;d30 : time)
=
j[ channel cj; jcj; jw; wcj : pallet, ctj; ccj : bool,
cwc; wcc : pinf, o , wc ;
IO(jw; wcj; wc; n) k
IOC(swc; cwc; wc; wcs; wcc; n) k
C(pc; jc; cjc; cj, o , cap; d; dp) k
J(cj; ctj; jcj; jw; jc; d1; d2) k
CJ(jcj; wcj; ccj; nc; cjc; d2;d3;d30) k
CC(wcc; pcc, o , ncc; cwc; ctj; ccj; 6)
]j.
Using the modelling approach based on concurrent
programming results in a well-structured hierarchical model consisting of concise and comprehensible
component speci cations. The processes are almost
straightforward translations of the informal component descriptions. The behaviour of the system components is speci ed on a reasonable detail level.
io

io
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